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A new year and a beginning- new, albeit a session old
maturing into the complex simplicity of completion.
Vaccination for children amidst resounding drum beats of
the Republic Day gaiety. The month has been bright
beautiful benign. Hope the session lasts thus and thus does
it continue beyond.
- Dr. A.K. Sinha

With the new month bringing in a New Year, let us all look
forward to make the best of the opportunities that it brings along
and make the most of the new dawn. Wishing the readers all the
best and a Happy New Year!

- Students' Editorial Team
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Pre-Primary
Fruit Platter Day
Our tiny tots put their inventiveness to
work as the created healthy and beautiful
fruit platters.
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Celebrated from
11 Jan to 17 Jan
Slogan Writing Activity was
organised on this occasion to
raise awareness about road
safety.

Stay alert, Stay safe!

Republic Day Celebration
Students of Pre-Primary dressed up as national
symbols to celebrate the day that marks the
enforcement of the Constitution.
From representing the lotus which embodies
purity and good fate to a mango that symbolises
the tropical climate of India,monuments which
are a mark of India's rich cultural heritage to the
mighty Rupee that represents independence,
students avidly participated in this activity.

Primary
National Youth Day !
-12 January

This day marks the birth anniversary of
the great Indian philosopher and spiritual
leader - Swami Vivekananda. His ideas
inspire the youth to have a modern
perspective whilst remaining connected to
the traditional values and encourage them
to bring about a change in the world.

Poster Making
Activity

"Once more the world must be conquered by India. This is the dream of my
life, and I wish that each one of you who hear me today will have the same
dream in your minds, and stop not till you have realised the dream."
~Swami Vivekananda

REPUBLIC DAY
सबके अधिकारों का रक्षक अपना ये गणतंत्र पर्व है,
लोकतंत्र ही मंत्र हमारा सबको इस पर गर्व है!

Did you know?
January 26 was chosen for a specific reason as
it was a significant event in India's struggle to
gain independence. On January 26, 1930,
Congress passed the Poorna Swaraj
resolution.

Fun Facts - 73rd Republic Day Parade
Best State Tableau- Uttar Pradesh
Best Marching Contingent- Indian Navy
Best Central Ministry/Department TableauMinistry of Education & Ministry Of Civil
Aviation

SECONDARY

The War on Covid Vaccination Drive

Vaccines roll in for teens aged 15-18
A 4-day vaccination camp was organised in the
school from 3rd Jan 2022 till 7 Jan 2022,
facilitating eligible students to get the vaccine
in the school itself.
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When there is nothing to see outside, we must look inside.
A question to ponder upon in today's fast-moving world...

What is the purpose of life?

Life, as we perceive it, is the ability to breathe, move, think; before meeting our predetermined demise. Within this constant
ticking of clocks, one cannot help but wonder if there is any meaning to it, does our suffering contribute to something? Do our
joys perish with us? Did our existence ever matter to this world? Why is it we fear death if there’s no reason behind living in the
first place; is it the love of life or the fear of death for which we cling on to this world? There are several sets of beliefs that try to
fulfill the human curiosity, ranging from life being about attaining the highest form of knowledge to life being meaningless.
Some believe in an afterlife that is the consequence of our lives’ actions, some believe life to be about its pleasures, and some
believe it is about understanding yourself. But does anything matter if you are no longer in this world? Is there any mark you
leave for your presence to be acknowledged? I believe there is, and to leave that mark is why we exist. The machines that ease
our lives, the language we use to communicate, the knowledge we gain and spread; is not the result of an individual, but a
collective effort of everyone who has lived before us. Every action has a consequence and every consequence leads to another
action. People with different aspirations, different priorities contribute to this world, no matter how minor it may seem, it
matters. As Socrates said, “The unexamined life is not worth living”. Your own growth is the growth of the human race as a
whole. What matters is to always try to improve yourself, to move this world in a better direction. The person capable of
adding meaning to your life is you yourself, and so the purpose of life can be whatever you want it to be.
~Divas Upadhyay, X-D

Mr. Devendra Mishra
Sr. Secondary Sanskrit Teacher
Part of the DPS Family since '06

Know Your Teacher !
What, according to you, is the importance of an ancient language like Sanskrit in
today's times?
While other subjects focus on the external world, Sanskrit helps us look within and
understand ourselves. Through Sanskrit shlokas, mantras and Vedas, you identify your
inner self and make a progress in the spiritual realm. It is also a language which helps us
connect with our roots and taps into the rich knowledge our ancient civilization has to
offer to us.
What is your favourite part about being a Sanskrit teacher?

Always up for a
game of cricket and
chess!

Favourite BooksAshtadhyayi,
Mahabhasya

I like having the opportunity to inculcate moral values in students, especially at an
early age, it gets harder as they grow up, but when they're young, having the chance
to teach them how to be a good human being through various 'Subhashitani' is very
satisfying.

